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Summary
There is a way of producing images which drags with it the inevita-
bility of the spectator, the relationship between author, characters
and representation, towards an out of scope in which a caryatid
maintains with its translucent hand the passing of time and the
construction, contingent, of time on the part of the spectator. The
one and the multiple, in Porto or Lyon a déjà vu is filmed: the fac-
tory and the factory exit. An icon of modernity so that it can be
recognised by the public just at the moment in which the public
establishes itself as spectator, that is, at the moment of projection.
And if from orality we had been approaching visibility, and if with the
illusion of movement as well as the articulation of truth-effects we
have been moving towards the audiovisual, in the last decade, as
much for technological as ideological reasons, we have entered -
as in the case of the Gulf War - the audiovirtual, where the specta-
tor occupies a non-place.
«Tout film est un palimpseste»
SERGE DANEY
Lo spetattore cinematográfico, the neorealist journal,
published only once, with which Zavattini put forward
in 1953 a kind of general essay about a new way of
establishing links between the work, the public and the
author, warns us of the existing conscience in the
modern cinema world of the fact that each product of
the industry of communication and culture works as
such on entering in a relationship with this collective
subject, the spectator, who is a result and an operator, a
constructor and a construction. The chance objective
meant that decades after, in 1984, Basilio Martín Pati-
no, that paradigm of Spanish documentary cinema, just
as Carlos Velo was during the Republic, risked himself
twice with a journal about video, La nueva ilustración
española (The new Spanish illustration). In both cases
the creation of the public is situated, explicitly, in the
looking point; a public which should relearn to expe-
rience realness by means of the camera, the era, himself
and the author.
The term eye is usually attributed for comfort's sake
to an author, as a mark of a personal line of work, that
is, a way of filming, as a transgressor prerogative which
goes further than what we are here and now capable of
decodifying and interpreting. But on moving through
the tradition of the documentary it is difficult to avoid,
among other things, the mediation of an enunciatory
which each enunciator tries to mould to his measure-
ment, showing him determinate reading guides, that is,
the mediation of a preliminary spectator summoned to
form part of the action. Discussions of dominant expo-
sure would remain in the first link and those which are
known as reflection would cling to the second extreme
and its loss.
In The documentary eye we shall endeavour to
articulate this relationship between person author/work
/spectator person through the camera in its most con-
ventional role, that is, more from within a system of
rules. Evidently, the era is likewise the explanation that
is articulated in each moment of a phenomenon or of
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singular aspects of a phenomenon, in this case through
the literature about the spectator, about a spectator
who takes part in his era, whether he wants to or not.
The author/animator who from the IIEC', the Salaman-
ca film club or Film Ideal goes through the history of
documental cinema is Martín Patino, an independent
creator and producer, from whose works we choose,
precisely, one created for the television.
Announcing the eye as an entrance for the docu-
mentary and insisting on its determination on the part
of the spectator runs the risk of sounding like that
stereotyped voice that thanks us in automatic services.
However, for the moment we shall agree to the com-
mon place that identifies the documentary as a film
whose first original requisite is the creation of credibil-
ity. And that this profound sense operation as is the
credible, be it false or not, depends on external causes
and also on internal inscriptions to the filmic text, be
they enunciative acts which, as Jacquinot emphasises,
position the spectator, dealing with the previous ideas
that he posesses about the referent and which call him
to the expression of emotions as part of the creation of
the meaning.
The referent, realness, will enjoy in that case an
aura of presence whose proximity organises the ways
of passing towards the film as a particular form of vis-
ibility. The raw and the cooked, which Levi-Strauss
gave us as part of the same process and before his slip
towards postmodernity or the museum studies ritual
(giving a title to a kind of macroexhibition which runs
the course of the West and which, of course, was in the
Reina Sofía Art Museum), the raw and the filmed coin-
habited the dilemmatic world of the unpolished mate-
rial, of the obscene or of the codified material2, and the
possibility of the perverse. Raw or cooked, time takes
us by the hand towards more complex visions of that
extra we recognise and in which we recognise ourselves
as spectator.
The literature of the spectator accompanies, now
also explicitly, spectacle and cinematographic history as
a social practice and as an exhibition of ways of culture
which distance themselves from the natural. Jacques
Aumont makes reference to Lumière as deserving being
considered 'the most inventor' for summoning, in the
cinema, the device and its end, to knowing, the profu-
sion of reality effects, the seduction from a new locus
which designates us from the paradoxical and not from
the retinal persistence. «The famous reaction of the
spectators of l'arrivée d'un train en gare de la dotat is
still talked about, its shock, its mad flight. As a legend,
this story is perfect (surprising and exemplary) but it is
only a legend about which no real trace is found»'. On
the contrary, Aumont emphasises the importance of
quantity and variety of effects to attract the spectator
and he gathers accounts of the first projections that
they talk about, precisely, like the iron was seen to turn
red in the fire or the shuddering of the leaves in the
wind. You will naturally conclude that today we are
saturated with effects. In documentaries also? Unhappi-
ly, in the documentary we are saturated with the plain
illusion of verification. For us, and as of considering the
spectator as constitutive of cinematography, or of the
lounge, one of the aspects which we are made to pay to
see what we already know is refinding ourselves with
stories in the materiality of the facts, the sentence so
often repeated by Kracauer to define the documentary,
not as ocular witnesses but in order to confer meaning
on the experience and the making that someone else
carried out. This transactional extreme between refer-
ent, author, device and spectator/consumer will imply,
in the specific culture of the documentary, defining with
what type of rules, with what conventions a documen-
tal narration is constructed, as well as the capacity of
re-sending to the historic truth, that is to what each
society and each era establishes as historic truth. From
there its search of coherence in the exterior of the work
as a way of distinguishing it from fiction, not of imagi-
nary, albeit in territory far from factual proof.
As in any narration, the clues are embodied in the
vocabulary that the author, film and specator share, as
well as sharing the symbolic system. It is for this reason
that we would now like to clarify that when we work
from within the «documental cinema», even having to
subject ourselves to those which are institutionalised as
1. The Instituto de Investigaciones y Experiencias Cinematográficas
marks, perhaps on a symbolic level, the relation of Basilio to the
reality from which he was seen collecting a diploma - blank - in
the official act of his promotion. The regime had decided that 5
people were to have the new title and although Martín Patino
had not finished the courses he had to carry out this sham, this
'falsity'. He told me on arriving in Santiago in 1997, to take part
in another academic experience, with postgraduate students
from the faculty of Information Sciences. The result is called
Kompostela Kapital Brava.
2. DANEY, Serge. (1996). "Le cru et le cruit" in La Ramps. Paris:
Cahiers de Cinema.
3. AUMONT, Jacques. (1997). El ojo terminable. Barcelona:
Paidós.
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such, we endeavour to distance ourselves from its mark
of pertinence which Nichols calls discussion of sobriety.
Neither are we interested in its articulation from the
empirical discussion or around type-dichotomies which
confront real/imaginary, objective/subjective, beauty/
truth, argue/suggest, metonomize/metaphorize. The dif-
ficulty of pronunciation make us leave the frame and
opt for interweaving its statute as «poor cinema» with
the representation of reality, of that which from Aristo-
tle's Poética is similar to us4. Reality constructed, near
and far, with verbal and/or iconic signs, which makes us
notice not the nature of what we are told but the nature
of the act which puts us in relation to what we are told,
fictitious in some cases; real in others, and in the look
that we are able to unfold on what we are told.
Already distanced from the worry of accessing a suf-
ficient degree of knowledge of the physiology of vision;
adapted to our behaviour as cultural subjects in the
heart of direct ,or mediated by the technique, perceptive
processess, we know ourselves to be capable of creating
meanings and of producing meaning as a result of
external conditioners, of context, and internal ones; for
Geneviève Jacquinot, «inscrites dans la materialité du
texte filmique soit les actes d'énontiation qui position-
nent le spectateur de facón spécifique, selon les èpoques
et les genres»5, and we distance ourselves from the illu-
sion of transparency because we learn to look from the
image, from a medium which configures itself with its
own language codes, from an option - aesthetic as well
as ethic - and from a circuit or from determinant exhi-
bition modalities which make us as well as the author
conscious of our function as spectator.
In this sense, and as a radical example, we make a
little excursus towards Jean Douchet and his purposeful
comment about Phillipe Garrel's L'enfant secret (Paris,
Cinematheque Française, 19.01.99) that piece of auto-
biographical cinema, that intimate autistic filming, of
moments of existence, which clings to film buff refer-
ences; that cinema which, on the contrary, is not under-
ground but which passes itself off as being filmed for a
spectator, albeit a restricted spectator, and which for us,
has as much to do with the documentary as with
«moments of existence» and not only a moment of life
but as if the phenomenologic came to adjust itself to the
hips of reality.
Clearly, if we insist on poverty so much, another
source of dichotomies, it is because in many aspects it
connotes the universes of the documentary, also as
product, above all for the television, reaching the point
of influencing the small academic theorization of the
object, indeed barely compensated for by the texts of its
own artifices which thus convert themselves in texts of
existence, reflexive objects about a type of creation
that make the elements that influence look ridiculous,
including the conditions of its production. But the
canon did not get used to noticing this type of approxi-
mations; it was enough to verify the very few, overdue
and very bad translations of the classics, that is, of the
Vertovs, the Griersons, the Epsteins, etc., and, in gener-
al, the documentary and the instructions about the eye,
started from either its negativisation with regard to fic-
tion, or, nowadays, from its abduction in a comfortable
and indeterminate essencialist magma of «all fiction».
Before beginning to discuss the eye and its compari-
son to an emblematic documentary work, El Grito del
Sur: Casas Viejas, we remember that the substantive
option of documental cinema is the real referent as a
flow of creative possibilities, that it is an asset in the
relations of symbolic exchange, that its predominant
mode of production is industrial, its system of financing
variable (public, personal, commercial) and in its
authorship it establishes one of its practical guides to
decodification'. We remember that one of the concepts
that this cinematographic variant explains to us,
subjected, like any product to its own capacity to evolve
and to its contradictions, is the relation to other
products of the «industry of the conscience» in the
society of communication, the dialectic between
author/device/ spectator for the production of 'reality
effects' and the fixing of conventions that make its
blood link possible with the other, profilmic material,
with the other, subject of the projection.
It is fair that this work-spectator possibility as rela-
tion, as interval, what creates the expectation of a doc-
umentary eye, interval which grants meaning through
visible or invisible mechanisms (we unconsciously
return to postulated Vertovian principles), which allows
us lability, the difference of each projection, the
variations in time and place, in the images pre-existing
4. Our chief edition is the maginificent translation noted of Fer-
nando González Muñoz (1999). A Coruña: Univesidade da
Coruña
5. JAQUINOT, Geneviève (1997) 'Documentaire et pedagogic: peu-
vent mieux faire' La revue documentaires. No.13
6. LEDO, Margarita. (1998) Documentalismo fotográfico: éxodus e
identidad. Madrid: Cátedra.
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the ther, in the history of images and in the history of
ourselves as spectators. The eye as act, as transition
from and for another moment of presence, of the other,
that is represented, from the foundational/insurrection-
al stage of the documentaries between wars (against
actors, sceneries, tabulations) in Aran (Flaherty), in the
Bretón cycle (Epstein), in Julián, the peasant of Spanish
Earth (Ivens), or in the sixties with participatory obser-
vation, with Pierre Perrault's «lived cinema», with the
«direct cinema» to spying, the subject in the moment of
becoming subject, in transformation, and with the
interaction, author/camera/character/desire: the «cine-
ma verité» as implication. The documentary begins to
free itself from functional classifications (such as the-
matic ones) and to split the institutional straitjacket.
The place of the spectator, one of the constants in
Jean-Louis Comolli's7 filmic and theoretical discussion,
is compartmentalized within the system of «dénéga-
tions» that the film buff/writer exemplifies in fear of the
impression of reality, 1895, also a scene of a train's
arrival, and which extends to the arrival of the image of
synthesis, fear and impression of reality as the first
request originating from the cinema-spectator: «Peur
non pas devant la chose elle-mème, mais devant la rep-
resentation elle-mème de la chose: peur devant 1'irrup-
tion, sur l'écran, du reel d'une image». This duplicity,
looking and knowing we are looking, with which
Comolli makes the spectator think, is, for me, all the
more seductive as it is, owing to its mark of belief in the
extreme and infinite subjectivity which is continued in
the objectivity, in the narrator, that of Pasolini: that
which is, is significant (for the spectator). And which
we cite from a beautiful sixties text written from the
festival of Pesaro and published by Cahiers", in which
he starts to feel the illusion of chronological time and
the real action as absent: «Le bref, sense, mesuré,
naturel et aimable plan-sequence du néo-réalisme nous
donne le plaisir de reconnaítre la realité que nous
vivons tous les jours et nous la fait goüter, au moyen
d'une confrontation esthétique, en 1'opposant aux con-
ventions acadèmiques. En revanche, le long, insensé,
démesuré, monstrueux et silencieux plan-sequence du
«new cinema» nous fait prendre en horreur la realité,
par une confrontation esthétique oú il s'oppose cette
fois au néo-rélisme consideré lui-méme comme une
académisation du vivre.»
The entrance that we make is going to compare two
typifications: that of Casetti' and that of Collas10 as a
prior step to the analysis of Basilio Martín Patino's film
El Grito del Sur (1996). The work on the notion of
realism which Collas uses as his starting point, like that
which we already have a certain image of, is a comple-
ment to the construction of the spectator through the
conventions of the means that Cassetti establishes and
could be prolonged with contributions from the prag-
matic history about the intention that we attribute to
the author, without having to be his real intention, and
which Muller" situates in parameters determined by the
production and the reception of the work and whose
conclusion is fictional or documental reading.
An eye on the camera, a voice offstage, credit
titles...hypercodified elements that make up an enunci-
atory (Casetti), a spectator in one his function of ocular
witness without the possibility of intervening: frontal
setting as a mark of objectivity, of the distance that we
are allowed to check. Until the character turns to us
again and sees that we are looking at him, and he
makes us conscious of what we are looking at from out-
side whilst we feel addressed. The third figure, from the
inside of what can be seen because you are looking at it,
is going to be known as the «subjective camera» and
even the «pure faculty of seeing», exchanging your
place as spectator for that of the enunciator's and,
above all, for the omnipotence of the camera.
In its (inevitable) relation to the real (Collas), the
film can endeavour to repair what society spoils, it can
endeavour to unite for a time which is the time of the
projection, what is kept separate in the daily life and
we, spectators with ideology, are going to be capable of
knowing when we start it. The assumption of the other,
the approximation of opposites, the «third» eye - the
one which should not take part in the scenery, the
voyeur and the recreation will bring with it ways of
spectator's behaviour as the identification with the
character, when we can not delegate in him our own
discussion, or when we convert ourselves in a direct
7. COMOLLI, Jean-Louis/ALTHABE, Gerard. (1994) Regards sur la
ville. Paris:Editions du Centre Pompidou
8. PASOLINI, Pier Paolo. (1967) "Discours sur le plan sequence"
Cahiers de Cinema.No. 192.
9. CASETTI, Francesco. (1989). El Film y su espectador. Madrid:
Cátedra.
10. COLLAS, Gerald. (1997). Le défi de la réalité. Aix-en-Provence:
15 Festival Tous Courts
11. MULLER, Jürgen E. (1992). "Pragmatique historique du film:
Nouvelle Vague et conception de l'auteur. La reception d'A bout
de souffle aux Pays-Bas" Cinemas. Vol.2, no. 2-3.
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object of appeal: «Installé dans son fauteil de cinema, le
spectateur est celui -le seul- qui ne peut pas fermer la
fenétre. Cette contrainte (...) ne peut manquer de le
faire interroger quant a 1'attitude qu'il adopterai dans la
vie, confronté à une situation identique».
From one or another author none of the figures of
the spectator are specific to documentary or to fiction
(the type of fictional reading or not that can provoke a
documentary or the role of fiction in the documentary
will follow) as neither can ways of shooting or assembly
be surprised among themselves except in what would
be inexcusable for documentary cinema in relation to
the spectator: to dare to construct procedures for the
comprehension of the real, above all of its ambiguity-
insisted Bazin about neorealism- , of its incessant state
of moving like the eye or the camera: «Voir, c'est
idéaliser, abstraire et extraire», wrote Epstein in 1921
whilst Vertov asserted that the cinema-eye is the possi-
bility of making the invisible visible.
In order to establish the truth as a result, not as a
natural fragment, we have to look towards that era
when the spectator began to be considered -more or
less contemporanous to the theory of relativity (Comol-
lo)- as someone who is not only in front of the film but
in it, inscribed in the representation, stroke in a
palimpsest, with a memory because he has a reaction to
the memory, which is the organising knot of Patino's
work and of the badness of love which it constructs
with the spectator.
From emotion, if we go back to Eisenstein. From
reason, if we think of Brecht and his obsession for stim-
ulating a critical attitude which it gives back -to the
spectator- to himself. We cite them from Gutiérrez
Alea12 and we let ourselves be taken by Eisenstein who
from the search of the pathos, of the mimetic identifica-
tion with the characters, in pursuit of separating the
spectator from himself, approaches (1939, essay about
«La composición cinematográfica») the relations
between aesthetic pleasure and ideology: «com que
métodos e com que meios o fato cinematográfico
expresso debe ser tratado para que mostré simultane-
mamente nao o que é o fato, e a atitude do personagem
em relaçao a si mesmo, mas também como se relaciona
o autor com o fato e como deseja que o espectador o
receba, o sinta e reaja diante dele». From reason in emo-
tion, emotion in reason if we put ourselves between
Dostoyevsky.
The camera in passing, without addressing -as a
Loach would do- without taking a position to contem-
plate the landscape and return it to us as a naturalist
register which bleeds the filmic dry, without an off
which directs itself to the spectator, Martin Patino's cin-
ema establishes itself in an interminable material, in a
kind of spiral without supports which for forty years
(since Torerillos (1961), say) a sentimental affaire
between near material and desire begins, between
scenes of existence and mise-en-scene, between its inti-
mate history, the child born from the right who suspects
how a non-place is interweaved, that 'white death' of
the loss, even worse, the absence of memory that only
Cardoso Pires" could tell us in his last interval between
the vascular brain illness.
Canciones para después de una guerra (1971),
Queridísimos verdugos (Garote Vil), (1973), Caudillo
(1974) and until the series of seven documentaries for
Canal Sur, filmed between 1994 and 1996, of which El
Grito del Sur: Casas Viejas formed a part, Basilio's doc-
umentary cinema suggests to us, full, our multiple
inscription as a subject educated by the media, device
and power. We are, before anything, telly-spectators
and with the telly we establish, as a different device to
the cinematographic, a relation of sweet pastime in
which his work, against the grain, makes our sweet bit-
ter with images of a real about which images hardly
exist, which the director indulges with truth-effects and
which is presented to us through this insubstitutable
credibility agreement which a televised documentary
produces.
Casas Viejas is, in theory, a reconstruction and it is
a film of an exposing kind, which puts one of the most
dramatic repressive events of the Spanish Republic in
our living room: «Twentyone dead, six of them burned,
two children machine-gunned when they wanted to
leave a house...». The entrance is given to us by the
voice of a narrator who superimposes the episode that
organises the story on the moving camera, opening
itself onto what we assume to be the original town, the
scene of the happenings, and from the code of the
colour for the current/black and white takes for the
material that works as proof: posters, photographic and
filmed inserts, Ramón J. Sender's book, taking us for
this construction of the 20th century, the masses of
12. GUTIERREZ ALEA, Tomás. (1983) Dialética do Espectador. Sao
Paulo: Summus editorial.
13. CARDOSS PIRES, José. (1997). De profundis, Valsa Lenta. Lisboa:
Dom Quijote.
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workers, and for the witnesses, in an eternal present, of us how he managed to film the declarations of the wit- 
that choral actor that reconstructs the history told with nesses in light of the research comission. We hear the 
the events. The voice, which tells us of the hunger and primitive noise of the camera, we know that it could not 
the large estates, advances the position of Martin Pati- register the sound, we hear a typified voice which trans- 
no and the relation between document (the leading mits the contents, we see that woman, other women... 
anarchosyndicalist Garcia Rúa looks at us, frontal 
frame, midground, and he summons us to follow his 
eye), and fiction, fabricated image that we surely read, 
following the paths of convention, as if recovered from 
an archive, and which interrogates us about our rela- 
tionship with the binomial rough materiallcodified 
material in the cinema of reality, as well as proposing 
that we observe the transformation of our own eye dur- 
ing the course of the projection, credits included. 
The Means as source, as narrative formula, as cliche 
that does not need backgrounds in which cutting out 
the silhouette of the facts; the intrahistory of documen- 
tarv cinema or like the correspondant Joseph Cameron, 
. . 
trained in the parameters of the Griersonian school, 
tells us the live register of the facts, in order to give way 
to the director of the dadaist film archive, Muñoz Suay, 
who explains how the historic truth and, at  last, the 
work as result of all the options, ethic and aesthetic, of 
an author who makes the bet about the function of the 
fiction in the documentary, arrives in his hands in Russ- 
ian, a type of lived cinema, made in communion with 
the characters who are the real and who are also its rep- 
resentation - whose mark, whose difference is in the 
mise de forme, in the expression. 
The first photograph of this sample, this fragment of 
the distant camera, puts among the facts the exit of rhe 
assembly from a premises to locate the flag. The second 
and third frames contain the play of lights and shadow, 
the emphatic angulation, the most visble of the soviet 
film that Basilio fabricates for his story. Cameron tells 
The real fact told in Casas Vieias lends itself to a film about 
goodies and baddies: the peasants rebel and the army wipes 
them out, something commonplace. I thus had to find a new 
way of telling it, a way of showing what happened through 
differing prisms: there are photos about it, the witnesses' tes- 
timonials which are still reminiscent of what happened, the 
furtively shot film by a British documentary maker who was 
in the region, the 'official' film shot for the cinema, the testi- 
monial of the historians (...) All of this forms part of the keys, 
the clues I give the spectator so that he enters into the game. 
I achieve all of this game with the setting, which for me does- 
n't mean joining all the shots, but suggesting, showing the 
spectator paths and letting him continue imagining things". 
Contemporary classifications label Casas Viejas as a fic- 
tional documentary, in order to give evidence of the 
diverse nature of its materials; as a created documen- 
tary, to warn about the author's line. Any denomination 
will be useful to us if with it we can turn around our 
understanding of the fact that what happened is that 
the intento autoris worked: from one referent, those 
which the Saxons summarise as ehistorical worldw and 
so that we decodify the work from the conscience para- 
meters of that reality, all the resources of the documen- 
tary style were activated and they blended together as 
14. BELLIDO L ~ P E Z ,  Adolfo. (1996) Basilio Martin Patino, un soplo 
de libertad. Valencia: Filmoteca Generalitat Valenciana 
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composition. Film of a hero within the film by which it
calls us to the «unreal onjective»; fabrication of plots of
artificiality to make Cameron's material reinforcing the
illusion of transparency pass itself off as a report; the
role of the voyeur; false clues as of the image and direct
voice with which Muñoz Suay announces Boris Shu-
miatski's film «Heroic Andalucía», and from that, from
the fiction, the words THE END. Reflexive document
which brings us closer to the facts from the construc-
tion of the visual narrative with which each era conno-
tes the facts, in this case metamorphosing them into
landscape around which we can walk, raising it to
palimpsest as one of the ways of relating us to reality.
In this the continual crossing of borders between the
fictional and/or documental statute perhaps the film
which disturbed the critics (and the academy) the most,
was that which is known as Nick's Movie, by Wim
Wenders and Nicholas Ray, and which opened as Light-
ning over Water. It disturbed because of its form and
because of the transfers between author/character,
because it erased the distance between what belongs to
the narrative and what is real. With a first version pre-
sented in Cannes under the sign of moments of shoot-
ing (among others, Ray's illness) and of the solution
what as a «brut et dur» documentary, the film editor,
Peter Przygodda, stated, the film will transform itself
into another film, of fictional predominance, as of
Wender's decision to unmake the setting in order to find
(citing, as at the start, Serge Daney), the film's true sub-
ject: «ni la mort de Ray, ni le tournage mis en abyme,
mais la verité de son rapport a Nicholas Ray».
A film buff like Wenders and Ray, Martín Patino
creates connections between the memory, the filmic,
and the transfers between materials which are non-
reducible between themselves, within and out of the
field, opening his fine wing of conspirator on us, a mul-
tiple and changing figure, an us who wants to see Casas
Viejas as a documentary and who because he sees -12-
leaves a faint trace of subject that occupies a place.
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